Abstract-Sphere Decoding (SD) is a highly effective detection technique for Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) wireless communications receivers, offering quasi-optimal accuracy with relatively low computational complexity as compared to the ideal ML detector. Despite this, the computational demands of even low-complexity SD variants, such as Fixed Complexity SD (FSD), remains such that implementation on modern software-defined network equipment is a highly challenging process, and indeed real-time solutions for MIMO systems such as 4 4 16-QAM 802.11n are unreported. This paper overcomes this barrier. By exploiting large-scale networks of fine-grained software-programmable processors on Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA), a series of unique SD implementations are presented, culminating in the only single-chip, real-time quasi-optimal SD for 4 4 16-QAM 802.11n MIMO. Furthermore, it demonstrates that the high performance software-defined architectures which enable these implementations exhibit cost comparable to dedicated circuit architectures.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
ULTIPLE-INPUT, MULTIPLE-OUTPUT (MIMO)
communications systems [1] exploit spatial diversity to provide wireless communications channels of unprecedented capacity and throughput, prompting their adoption in wireless communications standards such as 802.11n [2] . A generic MIMO system employing transmit and receive antennas is shown in Fig. 1 .
Effectively harnessing the benefits of MIMO technology, however, relies on the existence of accurate, high throughput receiver equipment-a very significant embedded architecture design problem. This difficulty is due to two main factors. Firstly, the high computational complexity of accurate detector algorithms such as Sphere Decoders (SDs) is apparent in the current absence of reported real-time implementations for even moderate MIMO systems, such as the 4 4 16-QAM topologies employed in 802.11n [3] - [8] . Furthermore, such realizations should ideally be 'software-defined', for integration in modern network equipment and design processes [9], [10] , whilst current implementations of parts of SD algorithms require custom circuit architectures to achieve real-time processing. Combining these two to achieve real-time, software-defined detection is a highly challenging implementation problem.
This paper presents a unique design approach which overcomes these barriers. It extends the work in [11] , [12] to create a series of unique real-time, software-defined SD processing architectures for 4 4 16-QAM 802.11n MIMO. Specifically, four contributions are made: 1) A highly efficient, software-defined FPGA processing architecture for baseband DSP [11] , [12] is presented.
2) The architecture from 1) is used to create the first known real-time preprocessing architecture for 802.11n FSD. 3) It is shown how 1) enables the only known software-defined FSD metric calculation and sorting architecture. 4) The implementations from 2) and 3) are combined to create the only known full FSD detector for 4 4 16-QAM 802. 11n. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section III describes the software-defined FPGA processing paradigm, before it is used to create real-time architectures for preprocessing and metric calculation and sorting in Sections IV and V respectively. Finally, Section VI exploits this approach to create the only recorded single-chip, real-time SD architecture for 4 4 16-QAM 802.11n MIMO.
II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
In an -transmit, -receive antenna MIMO system, the -element transmitted symbol vector suffers multipath distortion and noise corruption when propagating across the channel to the receiver. Hence the -element received symbol vector is formulated mathematically as (1) , where represents the MIMO channel, used typically as a parallel set of flat-fading subchannels via Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM).
(1)
1053-587X/$31.00 © 2012 British Crown Copyright SD is a receiver baseband signal processing approach employed to estimate . It offers near-ideal detection performance with significantly reduced computational complexity relative to the ideal ML detector [13] , [14] . Despite this, SD algorithms in general remain computationally complex and present a significant implementation challenge, particularly in base-station equipment where demanding real-time performance metrics must be met, such as the maximum 480 Mbps, 4 latency required by 4 4 16-QAM 802.11n MIMO [2] . In the context of the industry-wide move toward software-programmable or 'software-defined' DSP architectures which emphasize flexibility to support multiple radio standards along with implementation cost and performance [9] , this is a challenging real-time implementation problem; even recorded custom circuit architectures have not proven capable of supporting real-time quasi-ML SD for 4 4 16-QAM 802.11n [3] , [5] , [15] - [18] .
A range of simplified SD variants have emerged in an attempt to alleviate this complexity problem whilst maintaining quasi-ML detection accuracy. Amongst these, Fixed-Complexity SD (FSD) is exceptional since it uniquely combines relatively low complexity, deterministic behavior and quasi-ML accuracy [19] . FSD has a two-phase behavior:
1) Pre-Processing (PP): The symbols of are ordered for detection and the centre of the decoding sphere is initialized using Zero Forcing detection.
2) Metric Calculation & Sorting (MCS):
An -level decode tree performs a Euclidean distance based statistical estimation of . PP orders the received symbols according to the perceived distortion experienced by each. This is achieved by reordering the columns of to give (the general form of which is illustrated in Fig. 2(a) ) via an -phase iterative process: 1) Calculate according to (2) , where is the channel matrix with previously selected columns zeroed. (2) 2) The signal to be detected is selected according to if if Post-ordering, groups of symbols undergo detection via a tree-search structure illustrated in Fig. 2(b) . The node distribution at each level in the tree is given by . During the first levels, the worst distorted symbols undergo Full Search (FS), where the search space is fully enumerated resulting in child nodes at level per node at level , where is the number of QAM constellation points. The remaining least distorted symbols subsequently undergo Single Search (SS), where only a single candidate detected symbol is maintained between layers. For full diversity, is given by (3). At each MCS tree level, (4) and (5) In (4) and (5), refers to an entry in , obtained via QR decomposition of during PP, is the center of the constrained FSD sphere and is the detected data, which is sliced to in subsequent iterations of the detection process [20] . Since can be considered as the Accumulated Partial Euclidean Distance (APED) at level of the MCS tree and as the PED in level , the APED can be obtained by recursively applying (5) from level to . The resulting candidate symbols are sorted based on their Euclidean distance measurements, and the final result produced post-sorting. In 802.11n MIMO, this collective behaviour must be replicated 108 times, once per OFDM subcarrier employed.
FSD is amongst the lowest complexity, quasi-optimal SD algorithms known [21] ; along with the highly parallel nature of FSD this has proven effective in enabling real-time FSD MCS [22] . However, three outstanding issues remain in real-time software-defined FSD for standards such as 802.11n: is a large scale operation, requiring a highly scalable processing architecture. To resolve this issue, a new approach to software-defined realization of SD is required. This paper presents a unique solution which demonstrates the viability of real-time, software-defined MIMO detection on FPGA, by realizing FSD PP, MCS and full detector architectures which meet the 480 Mbps, 4 latency requirements of 802.11n. Further, we show how the resulting realisations exhibit cost comparable to custom circuit solutions. Section III describes the processing architecture exploited, before its effectiveness for FSD PP, MCS and full detection are described in Sections IV, V and VI respectively.
III. THE FPGA-BASED PROCESSING ELEMENT (FPE)
The emergence of components such as the DSP48E on recent generations of Xilinx FPGA offer unprecedented levels of computational capacity enclosed in programmable datapath components. Their programmability implies the need for data storage and circuitry for datapath control, but despite modern FPGA housing plentiful resources with which to realize these, in the form of Look Up Tables (LUTs) and Block RAM (BRAMs), existing FPGA processors are typically resource hungry and performance limited. Hence whilst modern FPGA house very high levels of programmable computational capacity, softwaredefined architectures capable of exploiting these resources are lacking. A unique, lean processing architecture known as the FPGA Processing Element (FPE) is proposed to resolve this deficiency. The architecture of the FPE is shown in Fig. 3 . The FPE houses the minimum set of resources required for programmable operation: the instructions pointed to by the Program Counter (PC) are loaded from Program Memory (PM) and decoded by the Instruction Decoder (ID). Data operands are read either from Register File (RF), or in the case of immediate data Immediate Memory (IMM) and processed by the ALU (implemented using a Xilinx DSP48E). In addition, a Data Memory (DM) is used for bulk data storage and a Communication Adapter (COMM) performs on/off-FPE communications.
The FPE is configurable such that its architecture can be customized pre-synthesis in terms of the aspects listed in Table I ; in addition, the ALU can be extended with custom coprocessors, to accelerate critical operations. Further, the FPE is programmable via the instruction set described in Table II ; it is currently programmed manually at the assembly level, and the instruction set is extensible to incorporate new instructions for specific coprocessors. When implemented on Xilinx Virtex 5 VLX110T FPGA, the computational capability and cost of six FPE configurations-16 bit Real (16R), 32 bit Complex (32C) and 32 bit Real (32R) variants-are as described in Table III 1 .  Table III describes a range of performance/cost metrics that, to the best of the authors' knowledge, are unmatched in any other software-defined FPGA architecture; for instance, the FPE occupies only 18% of the resource of a conventional MicroBlaze processor, whilst enabling a factor 2.8 increase in computational capacity. These metrics imply that the FPE is the most likely of any software-defined FPGA architecture to support real-time FSD. Sections IV-VI examine implementation of PP, MCS and full detector architectures using the FPE processing paradigm.
IV. FPE-BASED PRE-PROCESSING USING SQRD
Section II described how the complexity of SD PP has, to date, prohibited real-time implementation for MIMO systems such as 4 4 802.11n. However the recent emergence of suboptimal PP algorithms such as Sorted QRD (SQRD) [25] , [26] can potentially overcome this issue. This section tests the ability of the FPE to support real-time SQRD-based PP for FSD.
SQRD-based ordering for FSD transforms the input channel matrix to the product of a unitary matrix and an upper-triangular via QR decomposition, whilst deriving , the order of detection of the received symbols during MCS. It operates in two phases, as described in Algorithm 1 [26] . The quasi-ML accuracy of floating-point SQRD-based FSD is demonstrated in [26] , however since FPE-based realization requires reduced-precision fixed-point arithmetic, similar verification under these conditions is required. To this end, the BER performance of SQRD-based FSD detection of a 4 4 16-QAM Rayleigh Fading MIMO channel has been performed for 32, 24 and 16 bit fixed-point variants and is compared with the ideal floating-point version in Fig. 4 2 . As Fig. 4 shows, 16 bit arithmetic in the SQRD phase is sufficient to enable detection performance almost equal to that of the ideal floating-point solution, particularly when integer wordsizes of 9 or 10 bits are employed. Hence, FPE-based realization is viable and 16 bit fixed-point arithmetic with a 10 bit fractional part is chosen for FPE-based SQRD.
Despite its relatively low complexity and suitability for fixedpoint implementation, there are two major issues that must be resolved to enable FPE-based SQRD PP for 4 4 802.11n: 1) SQRD remains highly computationally demanding, as outlined in Table IV ; given the capabilities of a single FPE, it appears that a large-scale multi-FPE architecture is required to enable SQRD for 4 4 802.11n. 2) The square root (line 12) and division (line 13) operations used in SQRD offer very low performance on sequential [27] ; special consideration of these is required for real-time PP for 802.11n MIMO.
A. FPE-Based Division Acceleration
Binary division is usually achieved using digital recurrence or convergence algorithms [27] . Of these alternatives, recurrence algorithms generally exhibit lower complexity and latency, and hence are usually preferred. Non-restoring recurrence algorithms generally enable higher performance FPGA implementations by avoiding sophisticated control overhead [28] .
Non-restoring 16 bit division [27] requires 312 cycles on a 16R FPE. This equates to approximately 1.2 MDIV/s (millions of divisions per second), which means that to achieve the 120 MDIV/s required by real-time 4 4 SQRD for 802.11n would require at least 100 FPEs dedicated solely to division. The high resource cost such a solution could entail may potentially be avoided by exploiting the configurable nature of the FPE, specifically its ability to incorporate coprocessors within the ALU, to accelerate FPE-based division.
Radix-2/4 non-restoring division coprocessors [27] are considered in this context-the structure of these coprocessors are outlined in Fig. 5 . The performance, cost and efficiency (in terms of throughput per LUT, or TP/LUT) of the programmed FPE implementation ( ) and radix-2/4 coprocessor augmented FPEs when implemented on Virtex 5 FPGA is described in Table V . As this shows, and increase throughput by factors of 8.9 and 13.3 and hardware efficiency by factors of 9.4 and 10.7 as compared to respectively. Given the need for 120 MDIV/s for SQRD-based detection of 4 4 802.11n MIMO systems, the implied implementation cost and performance metrics of each option are summarized in Table V . This suggests that represents the lowest cost real-time solution, enabling a 93.4% reduction in resource cost relative to . Accordingly, this approach is adopted in the FPE-based SQRD implementation.
B. FPE-Based Acceleration of Square Root Operations
Implementing square root operations poses a similar problem to that of division-120 MSQRT/s (million square root operations per second) are required for real-time SQRD-based detection of a 4 4 802.11n system. There are two primary options for achieving this: software-based execution on the native FPE, using the pencil-and-paper method [27] , or by using a standard CORDIC component available in vendor IP libraries [29] . The programmed solution is compared with that incorporating the CORDIC coprocessor in . This implies that the resources required to realise real-time square-root for SQRDbased detection of 4 4 802.11n are summarized in Table VII . Hence enables real-time operation whilst incurring only 11% of the resource required by , and is adopted for realising FPE-based square root operations.
C. FPE-Based SQRD
Whilst Sections IV-A and IV-B have provided FPE-based components of sufficiently high performance and low cost to enable real-time division and square-root, integrating these components into a coherent processing architecture to perform SQRD, and replicating that behaviour to provide PP for the 108 subcarriers of 802.11n MIMO is a large scale, challenging implementation problem. Fig. 6 (a) describes the SQRD algorithm as a flow chart composed of four main iterative tasks . The first task, , conducts the iterative channel norm ordering, and computes the diagonal elements of (lines 11-13 in Algorithm 1), with the subsequent concurrent tasks permuting and updating , and respectively (lines 14-18 in Algorithm 1).
To realise this behaviour a 4-FPE Multiple Instruction, Multiple Data (MIMD) processing architecture, illustrated in Fig. 6(b) , is used; the FPEs employ 16 bit datapaths, in accordance with the analysis in Section IV, and are otherwise configured as described in Table VIII(a) . perform permutation of , and and iterative updating ( in Fig. 6(a) ), whilst calculates the diagonal elements of . Across the architecture, SQRD-based PP of a 4 4 matrix occurs in three phases. Initially, and the calculation of are distributed amongst the FPEs, with the separate parts of gathered by to undergo ordering, division and square root. These resulting metrics are distributed to the outer FPEs for independent iterative permutation and update of , and . Inter-FPE communication occurs via point-to-point FIFO links, chosen due to their relatively low cost on FPGA and implicit ability to synchronize the multi-FPE architecture in a data-driven manner whilst avoiding data access conflicts. The performance and cost of the 4-FPE grouping is given in Table VIII(b). According to the metrics quoted in Table VIII (b), the throughput of each 4-FPE group is sufficient to support SQRD-based PP of 3 subcarriers within the real-time constraints of 802.11n. Hence, to implement PP for all 108 subcarriers of 802.11n, the architecture illustrated in Fig. 7 , incorporating 36 groups of the 4-FPE array, is used. The mapping of subcarriers to groups is as described in Fig. 7 .
D. Implementation Evaluation
When implemented on Xilinx Virtex 5 VSX240T FPGA, the cost and performance of the 802.11n PP architecture described in Fig. 7 are as quoted in Table IX . These results are notable since, to the best of the authors' knowledge, they constitute the only recorded real-time SQRD PP and FSD Given that they are unique in enabling real-time PP for SD-based detection for 4 4 MIMO, comparing with other PP realisations is difficult-whilst a number of SD implementations rely on SQRD-based PP, such as [31] , [32] , they do not implement it. Further, whilst the work in [33] describes an SQRD implementation, balanced objective comparison is difficult since it reports only the resource cost for an ASIC-based 2 2 SQRD, giving no measure of real-time performance. Table IX compares with a custom circuit-based V-BLAST detector [30] . The implementation in [30] does not achieve the required throughput for real-time processing and whilst consumes significantly more LUT resource, it significantly reduces the demand for DSP48E resources by 66%; combining these relates to an overall reduction of 45% in terms of Equivalent LUTs (ELUTs) 3 , whilst enabling an increased throughput of almost 50%.
Hence, this analysis shows that the FPE has enabled the only software-defined real-time PP architecture for 4 4 16-QAM 802.11n FSD, whilst incurring resource costs comparable to existing circuit architectures. Indeed, further, the FPE-SQRD it is the only real-time realization of any kind. Section V investigates its ability to support the second major suboperation of FSD: MCS.
V. FPGA-BASED FSD MCS FOR 802.11N
The MCS stage of FSD for 4 4 16 QAM 802.11n is even more computationally demanding than SQRD-based PP, as described in Table X . When a single 4 4 16-QAM FSD MCS is implemented on a 16R FPE, the performance and cost are as reported as 16R-MCS in Table XI . Table XI reports a large increase in resource cost for 16R-MCS as compared to the basic 16R reported in Table III . The observed order of magnitude increase is a consequence of the large PM required to house the 4591 instructions required. A significant factor in this large number of instructions are the comparison operations required for slicing (4) and sorting the PED metrics, which require branch instructions. Associated with these branch instructions are NOPs, whose number is swollen by the FPE's deep pipeline [12] ; the wasted cycles these NOPs represent dramatically increase cost and reduce throughput-indeed branch and NOP instructions represent 50.7% of the total number of instructions. As a result, optimizing the FPE architecture to reduce the impact of these branch instructions could have a significant impact on the MCS cost/performance.
Employing ALU coprocessors, in a manner similar to that described in Section IV to accelerate division and square root operations, can significantly reduce these penalties. A SWITCH coprocessor ( Fig. 8(a) ), which compares the input to one of a number of pre-defined options can be used to accelerate slicing, whilst a MIN coprocessor (Fig. 8(b) ) can accelerate the sorting operation.
Each of these coprocessors costs 20 LUTs, but their ability to eliminate wasted instructions can significantly reduce the PM size leading to an overall cost decrease and performance increase when these coprocessors are used, as described in column 3 of Table XI . As this shows, including these components results in a 68% reduction in resource cost and a factor 2.3 increase in throughput. This produces an implementation capable of realising FSD MCS for a single 802.11n subcarrier in real-time, providing a good foundation unit for implementing MCS for all 108 subcarriers.
A. SIMD-Based Implementation of 802.11n FSD MCS
A large, coherent collection of FPEs is required to implement FSD MCS for all 108 subcarriers of 802.11n MIMO. Two important observations of the application's behaviour help guide the choice of multiprocessing architecture:
1) In the tree-structured FSD MCS (Fig. 2(b) ), each tree branch performs an identical sequence of operations on 2) The number of FPEs required to implement MCS for all 108 OFDM subcarriers on a single, very wide SIMD processor implies limitations on the achievable clock rate as a result of high signal fan-outs to broadcast instructions from a central PM to a very large number of ALUs, restricting performance [11] . Hence, a collection of smaller SIMDs is used. To enable these multi-SIMD architectures, the FPE is used as a foundation for a configurable SIMD processor component, as illustrated in Fig. 9 . Note that the PC, PM, ID and IMM are now all centralized in the SIMD, and hence do not appear in each FPE way. Table XII defines the configurable aspects of the SIMD processor. All of the FPE instructions (except BEQ, BGT and BLT) can be used as SIMD instructions.
The increasing limiting effect of instruction broadcast from the central PM results in 16-way SIMD configurations offering the best cost/performance balance; accordingly FSD MCS for all 108 802.11n subcarriers is implemented on a dual-layer network of such processors, as illustrated in Fig. 10 . Level 1 consists of 8 SIMDs. The 802.11n subcarriers are clustered into 8 groups , where is the set of subcarriers processed by Core . The 16 branches of the MCS tree for each subcarrier are processed in parallel across the 16 ways of the Level 1 SIMD onto which they have been mapped. Sorting for the subcarriers implemented in each Level 1 SIMD is performed by adjacent pairs of ways in the Level 2 SIMD-hence given the 8 Level 1 SIMDs, the Level 2 SIMD is composed of 16 ways.
The analysis in [22] shows that 16 bit data is sufficient for FSD-based detection of 4 4 16-QAM 802.11n, hence each FPE is configured to exploit 16 bit real-valued arithmetic. All processors exploit , and , and communication between the two levels exploit 8-element FIFO queues. The Level 1 SIMDs incorporate SWITCH coprocessors to accelerate the slicing operation, whilst the Level 2 SIMDs support the MIN ALU extension to accelerate the sort operation. The program flow for each Level 1 SIMD is as illustrated in Fig. 11(a) . As this shows, each FPE performs a single branch of the MCS tree, with the empty parts of the program flow representing NOP instructions, used to properly synchronize movement of data into and out of memory. These NOP cycles represent 29% of the total instruction count but since they represent ALU idle cycles they should preferably be eliminated. To achieve this, the NOP cycles in one branch can be occupied by the useful, independent instructions from another, i.e., the branches may be interleaved as illustrated in Fig. 11(b) . As this shows, interleaving branches occupies wasted NOP cycles, to the extent that when two branches are interleaved the proportion of wasted cycles is reduced to 4%.
When implemented on Xilinx Virtex 5 VSX240T FPGA the performance and cost of the FSD-MCS for 802.11n are reported as in Table XIII . As this shows, it comfortably exceeds the real-time performance criteria of 802.11n, and is the first software-defined implementation to do so. [22] displays a slightly lower LUT cost and higher throughput, but the enables software-programmability whilst maintaining real-time behaviour and comparable cost. The architectures in [17] , [18] operate well below real-time, and the architectural changes necessary to enable real-time performance are such that direct comparison is very difficult. The work in [8] presents a very high performance 800 Mbps single subcarrier architecture on Altera FPGA, but in common with [6] the resource and performance implications of adapting this to enable all 108 802.11n subcarriers is unknown, making comparison difficult. Finally, target technology variations between the FPE-MCS and the 2 2 ASIC-based custom circuit in [35] make comparison very difficult also.
Given these comparisons, the novel aspect of the FPE-MCS is clear: it is the only software-defined approach which supports real-time FSD MCS for 4 4, 16 QAM 802.11n. Similarly to the FPE-SQRD presented in Section IV, it shows that massively parallel networks of simple processors ( 140 in this case) on FPGA can support real-time processing with resource costs comparable to custom circuits. Like all software-defined radio platforms, it trades absolute performance/cost for flexibility and ease of design: it offers a predominately software-based design approach, and hence is inherently more flexible for adaption to other SD or even other more general DSP algorithms, as well as being more suited to existing software radio design processes. In Section VI, the FPE-based design approach is applied to the design of a full FSD detector.
VI. FPGA-BASED SOFTWARE-DEFINED FSD FOR 802.11N
When the PP and MCS implementation strategies, described in Sections IV and V respectively, are combined to create a full FSD detector implementation, the cost and performance of the implementation are as reported in Table XIV. Given that this implementation realizes the real-time processing requirements of 4 4 16 QAM 802.11n, to the best of the authors' knowledge it is the only single-chip implementation to do so, despite its software-defined nature.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a uniquely capable approach for implementing SD detectors for MIMO receivers: it is the first software-defined platform to support real-time detection for applications such as 4 4 16 QAM 802.11n MIMO. This paper has shown how, by composing fine-grained, very high performance 3) The only recorded single-chip integrated quasi-optimal detector for 4 4 16-QAM 802.11n MIMO. It is important to note that their software-defined nature implicitly eases the design process for architectures such as these. However, this is only the case given supporting Computer Aided Design (CAD) and software compilation infrastructure. This paper has concentrated on demonstrating the feasibility of the architectures to support such realisations, but has constructed and programmed them manually at the Register Transfer Level (RTL) and assembly level respectively. Creating these technologies is left as future work of similar significance to the demonstration of architectural viability presented here.
